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Introduction

        Your animals can be your best friends in life. Just like us, they also have their unique personalities. We may

not always know their exact time of birth but we can still look at the chart for the day of birth and determine an

incredible amount of information. If the exact time is unavailable a Sun sign chart will be used as the basis for the

chart. We can benefit by knowing where our pets' full potential might be met.  And like our human friends there

may also be difficult areas of their personalities, which we must learn to accept or correct. Not all dogs are suited

for agility or obedience. Some will do better at guarding their masters; others might behave well in conformation.

By understanding the potential of our dogs we seek ways to improve what already exists and accept things that

are sometimes unchangeable or a challenge.

        There are 4 basic elements that make up a chart; they are earth, water, air and fire. If Our Puppy Egypt has

4 or more planets in one of these elements he is considered to have more than average. By giving a weight or

number to these planets we can determine if the chart has tendencies that would be influenced by being

overweighted in that particular element. The Ascendant, Midheaven and planets on the angles are also given a

number, which is included in determining the makeup of a chart.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

        This birth chart interpretation is based on the positions of the planets at the time of your birth.  For the

benefit of students of astrology, these positions, along with other technical information, are listed below:

Sun 28 Sag 24 Pluto 19 Sco 14

Moon  5 Aqu 17 N. Node 28 Cap 11

Mercury  6 Cap 58 Asc 17 Sag 03

Venus 10 Cap 22 MC  6 Lib 58

Mars 28 Tau 43 2nd cusp 14 Cap 04

Jupiter 12 Leo 55 3rd cusp 19 Aqu 38

Saturn 24 Cap 22 5th cusp  0 Tau 14

Uranus  9 Cap 03 6th cusp 23 Tau 18

Neptune 13 Cap 41

Tropical Zodiac   Standard time observed.

GMT: 13:30:00     Time Zone: 7 hours West.

Lat. and Long. of birth: 39 N 44 21   104 W 59 03

Aspects and orbs:

Conjunction  :  7 Deg 00 Min

Opposition   :  5 Deg 00 Min

Square       :  5 Deg 00 Min

Trine        :  5 Deg 00 Min

Sextile      :  4 Deg 00 Min

Conjunct Asc :  5 Deg 00 Min Above,  7 Deg 00 Min Below
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Element Emphasis

Earth Sign Emphasis:  (Score of 10,13,1,4)

        Our Puppy Egypt has an abundance of earth in his chart. He is one of your more stable and secure animals.

There's no surprise here; Our Puppy Egypt is very down to earth and predictable, often found in the same spot

guarding his territory. Our Puppy Egypt may be suitable for doing labor (sled dogs, working dogs) in fields or

garden but is not exceptionally active or excitable. Our Puppy Egypt would much prefer simply lying around

doing nothing.  He likes to be home, never wandering far. His love of food could present a weight problem for

Our Puppy Egypt as he ages. Our Puppy Egypt needs to feel productive and should be kept active with daily

walks. Don't let his lazy streak cause you to lose exercise time. There's no excuse except illness that should

prevent Our Puppy Egypt from daily exercise. Encouraged him to keep moving.

        Our Puppy Egypt's idea of labor is chewing on a special bone or digging away in the garden. This is one of

your most persistent of animals. If Our Puppy Egypt wants to dig a hole under the fence, you can bet he will do so

until satisfied. Our Puppy Egypt is very patient and dependable. He has an exact methodical way of doing things.

Balance Our Puppy Egypt out by adding water to his environment. Try visiting a few lakes and streams. Use a

children's pool if all else fails. He may put up a struggle at first but can learn to really enjoy the activity once he

knows how much time he gets to spend with you.

Ascendant

        The ascendant, or sign on the horizon at birth, changes approximately every 2 hours. To get a true picture of

an animal a time of birth is very helpful. From the ascendant, not only do we learn the appearance and

characteristics of an animal, we also derive a pattern for the chart itself. The ascendant is the face we show to

strangers, animal and human alike. We may view Our Puppy Egypt as his Sun sign, but others will see the sign

on the ascendant. The rising sign dictates how Our Puppy Egypt portrays himself to others. These characteristics

are entirely different from what we see on the home front. Learn more about how others see Our Puppy Egypt.

Sagittarius Rising:

        Our Puppy Egypt may be long of limb with an attractive athletic body from all the nature runs he takes. You

can't keep Our Puppy Egypt out of the forest or woods. He loves the adventure he finds there. Our Puppy Egypt

will not be happy stuck in an apartment all day unless adequate visual stimuli and exercise are provided. The need

for adventure is strong and keeping consistent with an exercise routine is important. Daily walks are not enough,

Our Puppy Egypt needs long adventures to keep him happy. Very social by nature, Our Puppy Egypt can visit

nursing homes and children's hospitals, bringing joy to all. A free spirit, he will brighten everyone's day by his

funny antics and numerous tricks. He could even be known for dancing.  Hunting activities that bring him to

wooded paths are enjoyed. Keep Our Puppy Egypt provided with a daily dose of adventure and he will never be

bored.
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Sun

        Sun Signs give the basic identity of an animal. This is the real side you will see once he trusts you enough to

show it to you. Although not always apparent to strangers, to those he lives with, there is no question what Our

Puppy Egypt is really like. The basic needs and patterns in life are strongly governed by the Sun. Where it is

found in the chart will influence that area of your dog's life strongly. He will put his best paw forward in this area,

being noticed by all.

Sun in Sagittarius:

        If you're not near some woods or trails it would be wise to travel there often so that Our Puppy Egypt's

adventurous side can be indulged in some fun. These wild and wonderful animals live for outdoor activity and can

be seen travelling long distances for hunting or to chase fowl. Free as a bird with loads of energy. Plenty of

exercise is a requirement. Our Puppy Egypt goes with the flow but would prefer you take his advice when he is

leading on the trail. He prefers other animals in the household to be equally adventurous. The Disney adventures

probably use a Sagittarius dog as their main character. Getting into all kinds of mischievous predicaments along

the way, Our Puppy Egypt usually finishes unscathed but a bit disheveled. Our Puppy Egypt is lucky enough to

escape from most disasters. If you like to run trails and play in the park this is the dog for you. Hunting and

sporting trials are where Our Puppy Egypt can excel. Fun to be with and always ready to go is Our Puppy

Egypt's motto. Throw a ball or Frisbee and you've found a loyal friend for life.

Sun in the 1st house:

        Here is a dog with a strong and forceful nature. Yet others are strangely attracted to Our Puppy Egypt. He

projects a powerful and confident nature that portrays the feeling of "Don't mess with me, I can be friends as long

as you respect me and acknowledge me for who I am." Pioneering spirit evident, Our Puppy Egypt is the leader of

the pack. Things always look sunny at his house. "Come home with me and I'll show you how to enjoy yourself.

Indulge me and put me in the public eye for I am a vision to be recognized." Our Puppy Egypt can receive honors

in conformation ring numerous times during his career.

Moon

        The Moon tells us how dogs bond with us on an emotional level. Now, we all know dogs have emotions but

they show it in different ways. The Moon demonstrates what he really loves in life. This is the treat to their

humdrum day. If wanting to know what to buy for a pet look to the moon sign to determine the perfect gift.

Moon in Aquarius:

        Our Puppy Egypt loves his friends as much as he loves you. He loves your friends too. Give him a room to

work and he'll make his mark on everyone there. Not picky about who he's loyal to he can be at your house today,

your mother's or neighbor's tomorrow. Keep Our Puppy Egypt in your conversation - he will talk back to you in

his own special way. Our Puppy Egypt tries to communicate, often getting frustrated when you do not understand.

It could be difficult to get Our Puppy Egypt to change habits but just the same he can become the life of the party

making everyone feel right at home. Visiting friends, both his and yours, make his day. Our Puppy Egypt needs

plenty of activity and others around to be happy in his environment.  The caretaker of your children or another

animal's offspring, Our Puppy Egypt will teach other animals how to behave.
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Moon in the 2nd house:

        Don't touch his stuff. Our Puppy Egypt's toys and personal belongings are not to be shared. If Our Puppy

Egypt feels like other animals are using his stuff he will hide them or bury them never to be found again.  That

may include some of your personal effects as well. Our Puppy Egypt will do anything for the reward. Obedience

or conformation ring will be enjoyed because of the recognition and rewards he receives.

Mercury

        Mercury in the chart shows us a little bit about the intelligence of an animal. For every human that is a little

slow and methodical in their thinking there is another who is quick and intelligent in their response. Although a

dog can't write or talk to us, there is a certain communication that he shares with other animals and humans. Some

are quick learners while others take a more practical approach to learning. Mercury shows you strengths or

obstacles that may occur in the process.

Mercury in Capricorn:

        There is nothing Our Puppy Egypt does fast. Everything seems to be slow and methodical. Even meal times

seem to be done with a certain plan in mind. Slow to react, Our Puppy Egypt might have his own way of doing

things. He might place certain items away so that he can take his time and enjoy a special treat rather than gobble

everything in two seconds flat. If you want him to perform well it will be after repeated instructions and even then

only part of the time will he follow your commands. Our Puppy Egypt seems to think only his way is right and

will let you know it in no uncertain terms. Although often slower than most, he will far surpass others if he wants

to. Success eludes him until later in life when his reliable, predictable behavior is found to be his true gift to

humans. Our Puppy Egypt will not disappoint you. He often ends up making you take back words or thoughts

that you might have once had.

Mercury in the 1st house:

        Mercury's placement here adds increased intelligence. You may have noticed Our Puppy Egypt's ability to

excel at any task you teach him. A keen sharp look is what he presents because in his mind he is saying, "When

will this human ever understand me?" He will find a way to communicate even though you may not understand.

He may even try to imitate talking by making certain sounds or howls. Provide him with adequate social stimuli.

If sufficiently bored Our Puppy Egypt could develop bad habits. Company, whether animal, bird or human, would

be helpful if long periods of absence are necessary.

Mercury Conjunct Venus:

        Our Puppy Egypt is attractive to other dogs and will know how to manipulate animals and humans alike. He

knows how to act cute, winning the hearts of many. He could win an academy award with his funny antics and

often is first to gain a trophy or prize in competition. Our Puppy Egypt can outsmart and outperform any

competitor, often winning others over with his gorgeous appearance.

Mercury Conjunct Uranus:

        These very intelligent animals can often outsmart you. Way ahead of his time, Our Puppy Egypt will show

you just how smart he is and remind you often that you're not just dealing with an animal here but a very

intelligent being. Our Puppy Egypt can be seen running circles around other animals in your household as well as
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you. If he wants your attention he knows exactly how to get it. You may have to hide your thoughts from Our

Puppy Egypt when it's time to visit the vet, or you'll be looking for him for hours, causing you to miss your

appointment, because he is a true mind reader. Keep Our Puppy Egypt surrounded with other animals and

humans alike and he will reward you in many ways. Friends with all and needing the support and encouragement

of others. Our Puppy Egypt's true worth is seen in how he relates and cares for others. Introduce him to social

settings early and he will make sure you include him in all you do.

Mercury Conjunct Neptune:

        Quite the actor, Our Puppy Egypt often fools everyone when there is a misdeed in evidence. It couldn't be

Our Puppy Egypt, he is way too well behaved to do anything bad. Our Puppy Egypt makes you fall in love with

him on first meeting. He makes a lasting impression and is often notorious for his tricks. Known throughout the

neighborhood for his ability to communicate. Our Puppy Egypt will show up just as you're talking about him or

when you want a shoulder to cry on. He is your loyal servant to be used and hopefully not abused. Our Puppy

Egypt will love you no matter what.

Venus

        Venus specifies the object of desire in a chart. This could be another dog or a favorite toy - it could even be

you or another member of the family. When Our Puppy Egypt sees this object there's no looking back. Venus

placement could help you find a suitable match for Our Puppy Egypt someday. There are soul mates out there for

everyone including dogs. Dogs' souls also stand the test of time. Humans are not the only ones governed by

karma. Let Venus lead you and your dog to happiness in finding true love.

Venus in Capricorn:

        Our Puppy Egypt means business and he won't be happy until he sees you satisfied with the result. Often

starting as less than the favorite in the pack, Our Puppy Egypt eventually makes it to alpha dog. A real

persistence is seen with this placement. Our Puppy Egypt will pester you until he becomes your favorite. He may

be so scrawny and unattractive as a pup that you have to fall in love with him. Much to your surprise Our Puppy

Egypt soon changes and becomes quite attractive as he ages. Secure with his order in the pack he sits back and

enjoys the reward that comes with it. Willing to work hard to gain your trust, Our Puppy Egypt will resort to any

means. Life improves with age for these old souls.

Venus in the 1st house:

        Our Puppy Egypt is not only beautiful but quite elegant and graceful in movement. If you haven't signed up

for conformation ring, do so early. There isn't a judge around who can resist how Our Puppy Egypt looks

especially as a pup. Not only does he look good but he has a personality to go with it. Everyone loves Our Puppy

Egypt and he responds to them with equal affection.

Venus Conjunct Mercury:

        Exceptionally smart and proud of it too, Our Puppy Egypt knows his looks are just the beginning. He can

outsmart you once he stuns you with his beauty and intelligence. Our Puppy Egypt even minds his manners. You

can take him to visit the most elegant of places and he will never misbehave. Our Puppy Egypt could be a good

example of how dogs should behave.
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Venus Conjunct Uranus:

        Keeping this dog in one place could prove difficult. Always alert and in motion. It may be difficult for Our

Puppy Egypt to stand still long enough for the required obedience or conformation training. His alertness will

prove to be helpful and get him noticed. Unusual in appearance, Our Puppy Egypt attracts attention like a

magnet. He could be noted for something quite out of the ordinary like rescuing people from a fire or other bodily

harm. Our Puppy Egypt may love to travel and airplanes are no exception.  Our Puppy Egypt finds birds

intriguing and they and he can become quite fond of one another if introduced early in life.

Venus Conjunct Neptune:

        Our Puppy Egypt is in love with love. Shower him with kisses and affection and they will return triple fold.

You are his knight in shining armor. The day rises and sets with you and he will never forget to remind you of

this.

Mars

        Mars in a chart allows us to see where your dog's energy is and how he might use it. Will he be quick and

aggressive or passive and resistant? Let Mars help you decide what activity your dog best qualifies for.

Mars in Taurus:

        Our Puppy Egypt isn't exactly a ball of fire. In fact he would much prefer lounging in front of the fireplace

or in the garden. Dirt is his favorite thing and he can often be found making mountains out of it. Keep your garden

fenced off or you may find someone has been excavating all your plants. It's a good thing Our Puppy Egypt is so

cute. You may find the need to punish him for some misdeed, but you can't bring yourself to do it. His looks are

usually quite exceptional. With continuous exercise to prevent obesity Our Puppy Egypt can have an outstanding

show career, winning many a Best Of Breed title.

Mars in the 6th house:

        Our Puppy Egypt is the caretaker of your house often caring for smaller animals. You can use Our Puppy

Egypt as the baby sitter. He feels important when given a job caring for another. He could nurse you back to

health. Observant of all, Our Puppy Egypt makes a fine watch dog and is excellent at guarding life and property.

Just try to make his day if you're a stranger; he would love to show you what he could do.

Mars Trine Saturn:

        Our Puppy Egypt was made to be a working dog no matter what group he falls into. Wanting to please you,

his energy is spent on doing things that he knows will make you happy. Attention to detail is his specialty. Often

seen waiting in the bush for hours, Our Puppy Egypt's determination is obvious in all he does. Almost cat-like, he

waits for hours on end until his subject is within view. It doesn't matter whether it's you or an object of prey; he is

determined to connect with it.
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Jupiter

        Wherever Jupiter falls in your dog's chart is where he is most likely to find good luck and abundance. Here is

where the route to all adventures begins. Follow Jupiter around the chart for an idea of where you can bring Our

Puppy Egypt the most enjoyment. Let him show you how to have fun and enjoy life in his own special way.

Jupiter in Leo:

        Lucky in love and life, Our Puppy Egypt is the flashiest dog there is, getting the attention of everyone. He

knows how to work a room getting stares from judges and strangers alike. Our Puppy Egypt's long mane and

lustrous coat could be the first thing you notice about him. Or maybe what attracts you is the cocky, assured way

he carries himself. Our Puppy Egypt is bound to get more than just a few stares. He requires constant approval

and attention. Grooming is not a problem since he demands it if not administered regularly. Our Puppy Egypt

loves to be adorned in beautiful things, from rhinestone collars down to the beautiful animal print bed you've

bought for him. Flattery will get you everywhere with Our Puppy Egypt and he will do more to encourage it.

Attractive to all, Our Puppy Egypt makes quite a pretty picture and is sure to garner a few trophies in the show

ring.

Jupiter in the 8th house:

        Secretive in a big way, Our Puppy Egypt can be seen slinking away to hide objects of affection from all

members of the family. Often missing for hours, Our Puppy Egypt can be out exploring and digging for treasures.

These will all end up in your home so don't fret. Just make note of some of those hiding places so that when your

kid's baseball glove or your keys are missing you'll know where to look.

Saturn

        Saturn in your dog's chart represents the disciplinarian or authority figure. This could be you or his own

canine mother. This is the person who sets the limits on obedience and how Our Puppy Egypt behaves. The rules

learned here become known as Our Puppy Egypt's personal boundaries. Boundaries and limits are meant to be

challenged - Our Puppy Egypt instinctively knows how far he can push you. By learning where Saturn is in Our

Puppy Egypt's chart we find how to manage behavior with a disciplinarian approach he can live with.

Saturn in Capricorn:

        Our Puppy Egypt wants you to approve of his advancement. He works for the praise and reward that will be

received with accomplishment. Persistent like no other, Our Puppy Egypt will continue to strive for the perfection

you expect of him.

Saturn in the 2nd house:

        If Our Puppy Egypt were to lose all his possessions he would start over and rebuild his castle. All his

belongings are personally important, each and every one having a special part in his heart. You may be a bit lazy

when it comes to taking Our Puppy Egypt to obedience training but he won't mind. His response to you will be the

same. He will gladly do whatever you want as long as the reward is worthy of his approval.
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Saturn Trine Mars:

        Give this dog a serious mission to accomplish and he will not let you down. Often walking miles in search of

game or lost people, Our Puppy Egypt can prove to be a valuable asset. Energy never seems to leave this

enthusiastic dog. Our Puppy Egypt will put this extra energy to work for him using it to show you one loyal

obedient dog.

Uranus

        Uranus, the planet of change and excitement, remains in a sign for approximately 7 years. For this reason it

is considered one of the generational planets, affecting large groups of dogs born during the period.  Uranus

shows us where individualism is strongest. Genius abilities can be evident with the right training. Independence is

also strongest here. Change in this area can be accomplished only by communicating on a different level of

understanding, for example intuition, natural forces, habit, or other unconventional and inexplicable methods.

Information is processed with lightning speed showing a higher intelligence at work.

Uranus in Capricorn:

        Our Puppy Egypt is ambitious and persevering in all he attempts. He knows his responsibilities in life and

will feel a need to honor them. Sometimes a bit stubborn and resistant to change, especially when it involves his

home, Our Puppy Egypt will travel long distances to return to his home ground. He is bored easily with toys or

other articles you may think he would enjoy. Our Puppy Egypt needs to feel like his toys are something of a

challenge; encourage him to explore and investigate them for continued enjoyment. He finds the challenge of the

game stimulating and will work with you so that the reward will be new and different each time. Our Puppy Egypt

enjoys the company of young and old alike. Truly an inspiration to those confined in nursing homes or hospitals,

Our Puppy Egypt will show them a little of his own kind of joy. He brings life and energy to those confined, and

his spirit provides them with the encouragement they need to persist with treatment or care. Our Puppy Egypt

needs to do multiple tasks or work that provides the mental stimulation he needs to be content. The rewards must

always be unique keeping him eager to please you.

Uranus in the 1st house:

        With Uranus placed here Our Puppy Egypt can be seen as one odd bird. He is often different and unusual,

which may be what got your initial attention when deciding to bring him home. You may have come upon Our

Puppy Egypt quite suddenly in your travels and decided right there he was the one for you. Often taller than most

animals, Our Puppy Egypt may also have a very large head. That's where he keeps all that extra brainpower he

continues to impress you with. The smartest animal in the group, Our Puppy Egypt becomes bored quite easily

with ordinary teaching methods. He is a quick learner although a bit stubborn when it comes to change.

Uranus Conjunct Mercury:

        Quick and active in all he does, Our Puppy Egypt doesn't stop for long before taking on the next endeavor.

Quick to join you in any activity he often beats you to the door with bated breath. Communication with him is not

necessary; Our Puppy Egypt seems to be wired into his own telepathic line. Understanding human and dog alike,

Our Puppy Egypt can be one of the smartest animals you encounter.
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Uranus Conjunct Venus:

        A sudden attraction to Our Puppy Egypt may have you taking him home without planning. You just can't

resist these marvelous creatures. Almost magnetic to others, Our Puppy Egypt will have the admiration of many

as well.

Uranus Conjunct Neptune:

        Missing in action is how you might describe Our Puppy Egypt. Even when present Our Puppy Egypt may be

out to lunch. Often off in dreamland, he can be difficult to rouse to everyday life much preferring his dreams to

reality.

Neptune

        Neptune gives you a view into your dog's soul. It shows us the mystical magical side to him that makes him

tick. What is Our Puppy Egypt's soul purpose in life? Is it to belong to you or does he have a greater mission?

The house that Neptune is found in is where Our Puppy Egypt will sacrifice all to obtain a higher position in your

eyes. Neptune takes about 14 years to complete its cycle through one sign. Many generations of dogs will have

Neptune in the same sign therefore house placement will be more important, with emphasis on the activities of the

house.

Neptune in Capricorn:

        "Show me the reward and results and I'll show you what I can do." There's no tricking Our Puppy Egypt. He

wants concrete proof that the reward is coming or you can forget it. "Show me the treat and I'll work all day for

you." Introducing Our Puppy Egypt to new ambitions will help him to develop into a trusting companion.

Neptune in the 1st house:

        Our Puppy Egypt can often be seen escaping to parts unknown. His private bed or room will provide Our

Puppy Egypt with the perfect escape to dream land. Trusting of all, Our Puppy Egypt can get in trouble from

those who may wish to bring him harm. You may have to keep him in close proximity to protect him from his own

trusting nature. A tendency toward weight gain can be prevented by daily walks to the water where Our Puppy

Egypt would enjoy a swim or two. Psychic and intuitive to all who cross his path. Use caution with antibiotics,

anesthesia and vaccines, since Our Puppy Egypt can be more sensitive to these, possibly having allergic reactions.

Sensitive to sound as well, Our Puppy Egypt needs shelter from unnecessary noise that may play havoc with his

finely tuned nervous system.

Neptune Conjunct Mercury:

        Our Puppy Egypt may be found dreaming his days away out under the old oak tree. Somehow he is able to

convey that message to you. Our Puppy Egypt communicates in ways like no other animal has done before.

Telepathic methods are demonstrated and Our Puppy Egypt has no problem getting his point across. All you have

to do is think of Our Puppy Egypt and suddenly he appears with leash in tow.
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Neptune Conjunct Venus:

        In love with love, Our Puppy Egypt holds you as top dog and no one will replace that. If and when a mate is

found you will have to encourage Our Puppy Egypt to leave your side to accomplish mating with his canine

friend. Beautiful in looks and actions, Our Puppy Egypt's graceful movements are noted by all. Keep Our Puppy

Egypt well groomed to accentuate this natural beauty. Our Puppy Egypt can charm the pants off judges or

strangers alike. He instinctively knows how to act and is very aesthetically appealing.

Neptune Conjunct Uranus:

        Intuitive by nature, Our Puppy Egypt is led by instinct in every movement. Ready for action and alert to

danger in a flash. Our Puppy Egypt can sense changes in humans and his environment far ahead of others.

Electrical storms can be disturbing for him. Keep Our Puppy Egypt reassured until his fear is gone. He may alert

you to seizures or chemical imbalances in the body. Very telepathic, sensing everything around him. Our Puppy

Egypt could excel at searching tasks using his innate senses to assist him.

Pluto

        Pluto in Our Puppy Egypt's chart shows where he has the greatest potential. Through instruction and

sometimes change he can achieve mastery of any skill you teach him. Instinctively Our Puppy Egypt knows, as if

from a prior lifetime, exactly how to do things, even if he was never taught before. Never having experienced a

specific activity before and without prior knowledge, Our Puppy Egypt can be an expert at this activity expressed

by the house in which Pluto is located.

Pluto in Scorpio:

        Our Puppy Egypt is one dog who will provide you with his undivided attention. He owns you and will not

share easily. If you decide to make additions to your family after owning Our Puppy Egypt be sure to introduce

newcomers first while providing him with adequate attention. His jealousy might surprise you, but once you

understand him, Our Puppy Egypt can deliver the best care and nurturing ever. His watchful eye never strays; he

is protective of charges - from friend or foe.

Pluto in the 11th house:

        The ringleader in the group. There is no doubt who the boss is. Our Puppy Egypt will have many followers

and he controls friends by showing them his way of doing things. Try not to let Our Puppy Egypt overpower

other, smaller dogs in the group.
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